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Executive summary 
 
1. Effective national implementation of BWC obligations by states parties depends in large 
measure on a coordinated whole-of-government approach underpinned by three practical pillars, 
namely: comprehensive legislation; effective implementation and enforcement arrangements; and 
complementary voluntary activities involving cooperation between governments and facility 
operators (note: `facility operators' is understood to include all entities using, or potentially using, 
molecular biology techniques, whether in government or private or biofacilities). 
 
The key issue 
 
2. Australian experience and analysis of BWC implementation worldwide shows that few states 
parties appear to have coherent and comprehensive legislative and enforcement regimes in place, in 
keeping with their Article IV obligations.  Where legislation covering issues relevant to the BWC 
has been implemented, it has usually been introduced for reasons other than the BWC and is thus 
not optimised to satisfy BWC obligations.  The result is that, from the perspective of the BWC, 
national legislative regimes invariably appear ad hoc, with gaps in the regulatory coverage of 
activities, materials and facilities.  Furthermore, there are many local situations, such as federated 
arrangements of government, which compound the impact of these deficiencies. 
 
Introduction 
 
3. The reality is that many states party to the BWC do not appear to have given their best efforts 
to meeting all their obligations in a transparent and comprehensive way.  For example, an 
alarmingly small number of states parties regularly submit Confidence Building Measures (CBM) 
declarations to the UN, as agreed at the Third BWC Review Conference. 
 
4. While many states parties have some legislative instruments to support the spirit of the BWC, 
an analysis of the Summary of National Implementing Legislation from the recently circulated 
BWC Database CD shows comprehensive controls for access to and work with biological agents to 
prevent exploitation for BWC prohibited activities does not exist generally.  What is more often in 
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place is legislation driven by health and safety concerns, which may be partly but not entirely 
effective for the purposes of the BWC.  Furthermore, such legislation is often quite narrow in scope 
- absenting some activities, facilities and materials - with several regulatory functions scattered 
between many government agencies.  These deficiencies may be compounded by layers of 
government, which can work against uniform, comprehensive standards.  Australia's federated 
system of government poses just such a challenge. 
 
5. Even where strong legislation does exist, it usually covers industrial-scale and commercial 
activities.  It is much less likely to regulate small research or pilot plant scale activities, which may 
in some instances pose a greater threat to the objectives of the BWC than industrial-scale activities.  
Also, there is great similarity between the operations of R&D and manufacture across the human, 
plant and animal domains.  Typically, these are regulated quite independently.  Yet there are many 
synergies to be gained by considered integration of the regulatory regimes.  
 
6. As states respond to the heightened threat from bio-terrorism by seeking to better regulate 
biotech industries and research, it will be essential that this is done on a whole-of-government level 
to ensure that cost-effective and comprehensive measures with common standards are implemented.  
Without this type of approach, there is likely to be regulatory duplication, gaps in regulation and an 
unnecessary increase in the regulatory burden on both government, industry and research 
institutions.  Further, such a regime would make prosecution more difficult should that prove 
necessary. 
 
Approaches for Enhancing Implementation 
 
7. Effective BWC national implementation strategies might include elements of a two-part 
approach which should cover: firstly, development of a national approach; then, practical steps 
towards implementing this approach using new and existing measures.  How these measures might 
be employed will depend on the existing regulatory environment and the maturity of the domain to 
be regulated. 
 
A national approach 
 
8. As with other arms control and non-proliferation regimes, such as the NPT and CWC, many 
states parties have established national authorities in law which, at the federal or national level, are 
responsible for ensuring that the state as a whole meets its treaty obligations.  Because the BWC 
does not have verification provisions, most states parties have not established national authorities. 
 
9. In the absence of a BWC national authority, Australia has established several arrangements 
for inter-agency consultation on BWC and BW-related issues, including with non-government 
experts.  The National Consultative Group (NCG) on the BWC comprises representatives from 
industry, research institutions and government and meets on an annual basis.  The NCG, together 
with inter-agency government committees coordinating responses on non-proliferation issues help, 
inter alia, to define and strengthen Australia's implementation of its BWC commitments. 
 
10. Establishment of an inter-agency consultative group may provide a useful first step for those 
states parties that have yet to enact BWC implementing and related legislation.  Such a group, 
which should include all relevant stakeholders, could provide the basis for conducting a 
requirements analysis for new legislation and related regulations to ensure a systematic approach 
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based on efficiency, cost effectiveness and risk.  In doing so, there may be scope also for drawing 
on legislation in place in other countries as a template or model. 
 
Strengthening current arrangements 
 
11. Within the domain of existing regulatory arrangements there are probably many 
improvements which could be made to strengthen BWC obligations.   
 
12. A first priority, especially given the lack of detail in the BWC itself, is to establish the precise 
requirements of a domestic regime which fully supports the objectives of the Convention.  This 
could be achieved by drawing on the good work done over the last few years, in part through the 
BWC Review Conference process, on what an effective control regime ought to embrace. At a 
minimum, this is most likely to include bio-containment, dangerous pathogens and export controls.   
 
13. States parties will need to identify relevant facilities and activities.  In the case of the former, 
facilities having the capacity to hold and manipulate dangerous biological agents - including 
biocontainment facilities, vaccine production plants and biodefence programs - should be identified.  
The Australian Safeguards and Non-Proliferation Office has conducted a nation-wide survey for 
biocontainment level 3 and 4 facilities, which showed that further refinement was necessary for 
associated regulatory systems.  
 
14. Australia is in the process of conducting a legislative review into the control of hazardous 
goods which will include, inter alia, harmful biological materials - primarily, pathogens and toxins 
- with a view to ensuring that regulations and controls are effective, consistent and sufficient to 
prevent the procurement or possession of such goods for illegal purposes.  The review will go 
further to ensure that attempts to acquire these materials can be detected early and that penalties for 
offences are appropriate.  This review may help address the possible need to establish a national 
authority at the federal level. 
 
15. While it is important to adopt a whole-of-government approach, it is important not to 
``reinvent the wheel'' or duplicate existing structures.  Where niche regulation is already in place, 
the key is to coordinate each element of the national response to make sure there are no gaps and 
effort is not wasted.  Making this user friendly for industry and research institutions will be a 
challenge. 
 
Export controls 
 
16. Many states parties to the BWC--especially important supplier countries with well-developed 
biotech sectors--apply national export controls as a means of implementing their Convention 
obligations, as well as in recognition of the national and global security benefits that such controls 
bring.  To this end, national export controls are fully consistent with the BWC, given that they 
directly support non-proliferation provisions under Article III.  Importantly, in the absence of 
verification provisions under the BWC, export controls remain the only effective line of defence 
against the proliferation of relevant materials and equipment. 
 
17. Using national export controls to prevent CBW-relevant items and technology falling into the 
hands of proliferators demands the utmost vigilance in monitoring destination and end-use of trade 
in dual-use items.  A well-administered and carefully implemented export controls system makes 
provision for doing so without restricting legitimate trade, which is clearly in the interests of all 
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countries. Components of an effective national export control system comprise: a sound legislative 
basis, credible control lists of dual-use items, catch-all control provisions, a workable licensing 
system, effective implementation and enforcement measures, information sharing and a practical 
outreach program to facility operators and trading institutions. 
 
Complementary measures 
 
18. While greater regulation can help deter BW activities, the ease with which small quantities of 
agents may be transferred means there is an equally urgent need for non-government stakeholders to 
be engaged fully in strengthening BWC obligations.  Moreover, the scientific community generally 
has a greater understanding of current technological advances compared to regulatory and law-
enforcement agencies; thus, there is a need to harness their cooperation if strengthened 
arrangements are to be effective and coherent.  
 
19. This could include a stronger commitment by stakeholders to improved duty of care for their 
products through, for example, greater responsibility for the potential end-use of the agents and 
tangible and intangible technology transfer.  Achieving such aims will require strong outreach and 
information programs by government.  Australia achieves this through the BWC National 
Consultative Group and outreach to industry and research institutes around the country.   
 
20. Other possible stakeholder-initiated or coordinated activities might include the development, 
promotion and implementation of complementary codes, standards, benchmarks and guidelines.  
For example, the Australian biotech industry representative body, AusBiotech, has recently worked 
within the International BioIndustries Federation to develop a Biosecurity Policy with view to its 
adoption by national industry groups.  Such work, with industry taking a leading role, will make an 
important contribution towards discussion and development of a code of conduct for scientists at 
subsequent meetings under BWC auspices. 
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